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October 15, 1992 I
|

William J. Cahill, Jr. !
'

Group Yke President

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk'

Washington, DC M555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAt' ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES) UNIT 1
DOCKET NOS. 50-445
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR'

LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 91-003

Gentlemen:

By letter from William J. Cahill, a '.., idC logged TXX-91084 and dated
April 26, 1991, TV Electric requesteo en amendment to the CPSES technical,

Specifications. In the amenNent ;-equest (LAR-fi-003) TU Electric proposed
several administrative chanoa'.. TV Electric hereby supplements that LAR
with the attached additt%' information in the form of a no significant
hazards consideration evalut tion for these administrative changes.

As in the original license amendment request, TV Electric is ortviding the
State of Texas with a copy of this supplementary information. If you have
any questions or need additional information please contact
Mr. Jose' D. Rodriguez at (214)812-8674'

Sincerely,

'

; _

William J. Cahill, Jr.

JDR/grp
Attachment

c- Mr. J. L. Milhoan, Region IV
Mr. T. A. Bergman, NRR
Resident inspectors, CPSES (2)

Mr. D. K. Lacker
Bureau of Radiation Control
Texts Department of Public Health
1100 West 49th Street
Austin, Texas 78704

200019 D

#9210200515 921015 '

DR ADOCK 0500 5 400 N. Cilve Street LB. 81 Dallas, Texas 75' i (&
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

in the M''ter of

Texas Utilities Electric Company Docket Nos. 50-445

(Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Unit 1)

AFFIDAVIT

Nillien 1. Cahi11 Jr. being duly sworn, hereby deposes and suys that he is
Group Vice Pres ant, Nuclear of TU Electric, the lead Ap-licant herein; that
he is duly authorized to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
this supplement to License Amendment Request 91-003 fx the Comancile Peak
Steam Electric Station, Unit 1; that he is familiar with the content thereof;
and that the matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of his
knowledge, information and belief.

.

A*- i
'

William J. CafYlli, Jr. '
~

Group Vice President, Nuclear

STATE OF TEXAS )
)

COUNTY OF SoMERVEL)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, on this 15th day of- October 1992,,

b <C d L4dc V
;{-

- Notary Public

4 [ -- ./\[/g..__-
g

!1t 'g PATfi! CIA V/:LSON
m co n n en w nes [

< i e

E; March 16,1993
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License Amendment Request 91-003
,.

e

(1) Does the proposed revision involve a sionificant_ increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the

; Safety Analysis Report?
,

- The proposed administrative changes do not have an effect.on the
probability and or consequences of eccidrnts evaluated in the accidentf

analysis section of the Safety Analysis Report. The administrative
,

|
changes, five in total, are explained as follows:

:

The first change proposes to update the BASES section of the_ Technical'

i Specifications, at page B 3/4 3-1 to reflect the NRC's transmittal of_
their safety evaluation of WCAP-10271 and its supplements. .The change,
which lists the correspondence-between_the NRC and the Westinghouse

'

Owners Groun (WOG), does not increase the probability or consequences of
-

| accidents previously evaluated in the CPSES Safety Evaluation Report
(SER).

The second change proposes to reword action statements requiring the
plant to be in HOT STANDBY in 12 hours to allow 6 hours to restore the

i inoperable channel, then 6 hours to be in HOT STANDBY (same total length

| _.
of time). The new wording for the action statement is consistent with '

the equirements of Technical Specification 3.0.3 in which the plant, on
entering _an 0, is required to be in HOT SHUTDOWN in six hours. The^

! proposed .w._ limits (6 and 6) will, like the time limits in'3.0.3,
! still provide ample time for an orderly shutdown without excess stress
:- on the plant. Additionally, providing 6 hours to restore the inoperable
! channel and then requiring _that the plant be in at least HOT STANDBY _.
' within the following six hours will provide a stable plant environment
| for locating any possible faults in the irioperable chanr.31 without
' changing the total time, 12 hours, currently-in the action statement.

_

The proposed action statement will allow recovery of an inoperable.c

Engineered Safety Features system without the perception of being-in a
shutdown action statement, which has reportability and emergency.,

classification connotations. The rewording of-the action tatement.
will not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously eva'uated in the SAR.

1

g
|

|
I
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Supplementary Information'
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;

,

The third change proposes to renumber the action statements of tables
3.3-1 and 3.3-2. E umbering the action statements wf11 avoid having
two action statements with the same number in different tables. The

renumbering is an attempt to minimize operator human error by ensuring
that each action statement is uniquely identifiable. Renumbering the
action ~ statements will not increase the probability or consequences of

| an accident previously evaluated in the Scfety Analysis Report.
f

! The fourth administrathe change proposes to delete reference to STARTUP
| and/or POWER OPERATION (MODES 2 and/or 1)'in Action 17 a-d 23 and

replace with " Operation." Deleting reference to "Startup and or Power:

Operation" in'the ac+io' statement-avoids a conflict with the applicable 1

modes for those functions. Tiie terms " Star +up" and " Power Operation" ],

'are defined in table 1.2 of ti e Techa' cal specifications. In table 1.2,.

"Startup" and Power Operation" are equated with modes 2 and-1i

respectively. Endorsing modes 1 and 2 without addressing the remaining
j modes is confusing. The applicable modes for the functions using these

Action statements in table 0.3-2 remain unchanged. Deleting reference
; to "Startup" and " Power Operation" will not increase the probability or

consequences of the accidents previously evaluated in the Safety
Analysis.

,

:

The fifth change proposes to delete note "e" from table 3.3-1. The note
| is no longer applicable since, as a= result of the WCAP 10271 and its '

supplenents the A0T for instruments common to RPS and ESFAS do not have
; differinc RPS and ESF requirements. Deletion of note "e" from table

3.3-1 will not increase the' probability or consequences of En accident-

previously evaluated in the Safety Analysis Report.
.

(2) Does the proposed revision create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident fr m uny previously enalyzed?

The proposed administrative changes do not create the possibility of a-
new or different kind of accident frns any previously analyzed. .The
administrative changes, five in total, are explained as follows:

1 The changes to the BASES section, that references the correspondence

4
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betwecq the NRC-and the WOG that transm'ts t:e-SER for WCAP-10271 and
its supplenents, does not create the pc:, sic Cit. of a new or different-

kind of accident from any previo" sly ana.yzed.

The proposed action statement does not change the overall time
requh ement for being in Hot Standby: 12 hours. The proposed change
does not create a possibility that a new type of accident not_previously
analyzed could be introduced by.a delay for being in Hot Standby.

The proposed renumbering of the_ action statements to avoid two " Action
12's" in different tables does not create a new or-different kind of-
accident from any previous'y analyzed. Tha renumbering-is a human
factors consideration.

The proposed replacement of the reference to startup and power operation
with reference to operations does not create the possibility of a new o"
different kind of-accident. The change is an attempt to avoid!

confusion. The allowed outGge times in the action statement remain
urichanged.

1

The proposed deletion _of note "e" does not create the. possibility of a
new or different accident from any previously analyzed.

(3) Does the proposed revision involve a significant reduction in,

the margin of safety?
,

The proposed administrative changes do not involvo a significant
reduction in the margin of safety. The administrative changes, five in
total, are explained as follows:

'
The margin of safety is defined as the difference'between a regulatory
acceptance criterion and the failure point for a particular parameter.

~

The change to add additional references to '7tterc from NRC to WOG in
the BASES section of_the Technical specificatic*, does not involve any
reduction in the margin of safety.

s
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|

Rewording the action statement to_ allow a 6 and 6 instead of a 12 hour ,

allowed outage time does not change the total alloweo outage time and; .
_

does not 1 volve a reduction in the~ margin of_ safety.
!
i

Renumbering the action statements in different tables is_an
administrative change attempting to . educe human error and does not
reduce the margin of safety.

Replacement of the reference to startup and power operation with,

reference to operation is an administrative change attempting t|0 avoid
i confusion with the Table 1.2 definitionsJDf startup and power operation:
| and dces not involve a reduction in the margin of-safety.

Deletion of note "e" is an administrative change attempting to remove a1

no longer applicable note and does not. involve a' reduction in the' margin
of safety.

4

Based on th evaluations above, TV Electric concludes that the activities'

associated with the above described changes present no significant,

I hazard consideration under the standards . set out in _10CFR50.92(c) and,
accordingly, a finding by the NRC of no significant hazards
consideration is-justified.

4
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